
new scottish luxury men’s footwear brand Govan originals is named after
the Glaswegian district town in which they are handcrafted. The brand,
launching for a/w 13, plans to celebrate the best of Scotland’s manufacturing
heritage and modern design to create visually exciting shoes. 

The debut collection consists of a wide variety of designs, each named
after a famous British inventor or industrialist. From classic, lace-up and brogue
styles such as the Arkwright and Hargreaves to the deck shoe inspired Jenkin
and the stand-out figure-of-eight shape of the Logie 88, the entire collection
is given a contemporary twist. 

With clever use of mixed fabrics and textures including tweed, grain
leathers, nubuck and a raindrop-treated suede, little details are
revealed on closer inspection, such as a bright colour-pop lining.  

Colours range from classic black and brown to subtle
and neutral shades, bright Jaffa orange and blue,
clashed together for the ultimate style statement.
Wholesale prices are £150-£265 for the 
launch collection. 
www.govanoriginals.com
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brand to watch

ESTABLISHED: 1922
—
SIGNATURE STYLE: The Military Wet Pack is the brand’s hero product.
Once the original wet pack for the British Army, the style provides
great history and heritage to the label and is re-issued each season. 
—
HISTORY: Established in Walsall in 1922 by leather specialists William
Daines and Charles Hathaway, the brand still makes all its products
in the UK using traditional handcrafting skills. In 2008, the company
was bought by Pittards, the Yeovil leather company. 

Heritage leather and travel goods brand Daines & Hathaway is set to
introduce a new youthful, trend-driven collection, targeting fresh and
exciting retail doors for 2013. 

Boasting both classic and contemporary leather pieces, Daines &
Hathaway is well-known in the industry having been established in 1922.
In 2008, it was thought the brand would disappear but, after being bought
by Pittards, the plan is to grow the label by developing new product,
reopening previous doors, gaining new retail customers and building the
overseas market. The purchase of the brand has seen not only resurgence
in popularity of classic styles, but it’s the reintroduction of designs from
the archives in new leathers that brings an unexpected and contemporary
twist. Typical masculine styles have been worked into fresh fashion-forward
colours with more feminine twists for the season, with predicted bestsellers
including the Chelsea satchel (pictured) and Kensington document case. 

Initially planning to support its current network of independents,
Daines & Hathaway is targeting credible independents, department
stores and e-commerce sites with a preliminary focus on the UK, with
Europe to follow later in the year. The target is shop-in-shops in key
cities around the world. Wholesale prices range from £15 to £202. 
www.dainesandhathaway.com

DAINES & HATHAWAy

govAN oRIgINALS

ESTABLISHED: 2012
—
SIGNATURE STYLE: Each
detailed pair of Govan shoes is
made with over 50 parts and a
distinctive and innovative shaped
heel that mirrors the shape of a
ship’s bow wave. 
—
HISTORY: Launching for a/w 13,
Govan Originals is branded as
being “from the last shoemaker
in Scotland” with the shoes
wholly manufactured in Glasgow.
—
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1: SHWOOD
price on request 
503 893 4277

2: MAUI JIM
£90 0800 980 1770

3: OLIVER PEOPLES
price on request 
0035 312923300

4: JEEPERS PEEPERS
£5 www.jeeperspeepers.co.uk

5: SELECTED HOMME
£6 020 3205 0340

UNDER THE RADAR

Launching for a/w 13, underwear label DaDa was founded in 2012
by designer and MD Hamish Lawson with the aim to create luxury
men’s underwear by “fusing style, design, art and photography”. 

Based loosely on the European art movement of the 20th
century, DaDa’s s/s 13 range is created from bamboo and organic
cotton. In a mix of pastels, stripes and polka dots, the brand
presents three key styles for its inaugural collection: the short,
featuring a low-rise waistband to enhance definition; the classic
trunk style; and the retro, an update of the timeless boxer shorts. 

At the core of the label’s philosophy is “empowerment”,
something found through the brand’s sponsorship programme to
help women in challenging situations become seamstresses, as
well as through donating 10 per cent of profits to charities.

—

SPANISH FLAIR

With heritage stemming back to
1948, Spanish menswear label
Armand Basi is the latest name to
join London’s Clear Agency. The
brand joins the likes of Christian
Lacroix and Nina Ricci menswear,
with a full wardrobe collection
comprising shirting, knitwear,
trousers and outerwear. 

Texture is key to the Armand
Basi a/w 13 offering, while the
designer’s signature clean lines and
contemporary designs run
throughout. Prints, meanwhile, are 
a prominent addition to the new
collection, with small detailed
graphics sitting next to contrasting
bold block colours.
—

TYING UP LOOSE ENDS

Despite only being in its first season,
quirky accessories brand Rory
Hutton is making
waves in the UK
market, with its first
stockist none other
than premium
retailer Fortnum &
Mason. 

Made in Britain
where possible, the
brand offers a selection
of classic and
contemporary ties and dicky-bows, with the 
s/s 13 collection made from Irish linen. English
wools, silks and velvets are set to be added to
the a/w 13 collection with more earthy tones
introduced to the existing palette of navy, blue,
red, purple and pink.

— 


